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Southeast Lighthouse Museum Rehabilitation Narrative – 2017-25 TIP
The Southeast Lighthouse Museum Rehabilitation has been listed as New Shoreham’s first
priority on successive Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) lists and as such is not a new
project. The New Shoreham Town Council voted at its January 4, 2016 meeting to again submit
this project as its first priority, to be added to the 2017-25 TIP project list as part of the
Transportation Alternative Projects (TAP) program. In order to provide additional information to
the Statewide Planning Council and Transportation Advisory Committee, the Southeast
Lighthouse Foundation is also submitting a Project Prioritization Cover Sheet with an expanded
Narrative. Please find some background information, as we understand it, and discussion below:
The restoration of Block Island’s National Historic Landmark Southeast Lighthouse museum has
been proceeding slowly for more than a decade. Major exterior work was undertaken in 2002
through 2004, made possible in large part by two Transportation Enhancement Act for the 21st
Century (TEA 21) grants awarded through the Rhode Island Department of Transportation
(RIDOT), totaling $715,000. A third TEA 21 grant in the amount of $600,000 had been awarded
to the lighthouse that would have completed the project at the time, inside and out. That funding
was temporarily lost after Hurricane Katrina (2005), regained later, and then held as an earmark
at RIDOT for almost ten years while the Southeast Light museum restoration project waited in
the priority position on successive New Shoreham Transportation Improvement Program (TIP)
lists (including the FY 2013 -2016 TIP). While the project moved through the RIDOT planning
process, a new scope of work was designed and funded by RIDOT to address the rapid (and now
critical) deterioration of the lighthouse tower cast iron elements, including lighthouse lantern
level and watch level decking, doors and railings.
In September of this year with cast iron repair design plans at 90% and within days of final
approval, the $600,000 long earmarked for the Southeast Light project was withdrawn and
returned to the RIDOT pool of funding to be used in the new Transportation Improvement Plan
FY 2017 - 2025.
Further, in August, having expected that this funding would remain in place and that the 90%
design would be approved any day, the Southeast Lighthouse Foundation applied for two grants
for gap funding to complete cast iron restoration; from the National Park Service through its
Maritime Heritage Grant Program and a Rhode Island State Preservation Grant (SPG) through the
RI Historic Preservation and Heritage Commission. Although a decision regarding the National
Park Service grant is still pending, the Southeast Lighthouse has been awarded the Rhode Island
SPG grant in the amount of $150,000. Public announcement of this SPG award is to be made on
January 11, 2016.
With an anticipated total project cost of $750,000, this award closes the funding gap to complete
cast iron repair work and makes the Southeast Lighthouse museum restoration a “shovel ready”
project if the withdrawn $600,000 funding is re-secured.
Therefore, we respectfully request that the Southeast Lighthouse Museum Rehabilitation project
be selected for $600,000 in funding to complete much needed cast iron repair for the following
reasons:
•

Mobility: This project is at the 90% design level at RI Department of Transportation
(RIDOT) and is ready to proceed to work. RIDOT has already funded all design costs and
expended considerable staff time to get the project to this stage.

•

Cost Effectiveness: In combination with the $150,000 SPG grant gap funding, work will
proceed to completion if funding ($600,000) is re-secured through this process. Due to
ongoing deterioration, the RIDOT funded 90% restoration plans will need to be redesigned if
work is further delayed and rust-jacking damage continues to undermine cast iron
components. Repair of the lighthouse tower cannot wait until the later stages of the 2017-25
TIP. As is the case with many of Rhode Island’s road and bridge projects awaiting work, SE
Light cast iron tower elements have become severely deteriorated, creating hazardous
conditions. In October of 2015, a six-inch section of the cast iron decking edge fell off—
dropping from a height of 62 feet and landing next to a visitor entering the lighthouse tower.
Although temporary measures are being undertaken to address this danger, water penetration
and freezing/thawing is accelerating this damage at an alarming rate.

•

Environmental Impact: The stability and maintenance of the Southeast Lighthouse museum
and its open space site is important to New Shoreham, the State of Rhode Island and the
nation. RIDOT, RIHPHC, the National Park Service, New Shoreham residents and many
other agencies and individuals have devoted significant resources to move the Southeast
Light to safety (2.3 million in 1993) and to get the lighthouse museum restoration project
underway ($715,000 through the RIDOT TEA 21 program, a total of 1.2 million expended
from all funding sources to date).

•

Economic Development: The Southeast Light is an important symbol of Rhode Island’s
maritime heritage and our nation’s seagoing past, remaining a fully functional aid-tonavigation today. A 19thc first order Fresnel lens still operates in the tower, guiding ships
through our marine transportation system. Whether to view the 1873 National Historic
Landmark gothic revival structure, take an escorted tower tour to better understand the place
of the Southeast Lighthouse in our maritime history or to visit and relax on the expansive
grounds--tens of thousands of visitors visit the Southeast Lighthouse each year. In its current
condition, public access to the building is restricted to the base of the lighthouse tower with
limited guided tours to the top. Completion of this work will repair and restore deteriorating
cast iron tower elements, protect the exterior envelope by preventing water penetration and
improve access for the public. Construction jobs will be generated during restoration work
and thousands of visitors will enjoy the improvements made possible by this project for years
to come.

In conclusion, Block Island’s Southeast Lighthouse is a treasured, nationally recognized icon of
Rhode Island and is an important asset in its marine transportation system. Considerable
resources have already been expended over the last 25 years to get the lighthouse museum
rehabilitation to this critical juncture. Please move to get this project back on track and
completed by recommending $600,000 in funding now as part of the FY 2017-25 Transportation
Improvement Program.

